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EBike Conversion
I’m living far from campus

this year, but still plan to

commute by bike. Enter: the

ebike conversion kit. *smacks

spokes* this baby can go for

10-20 miles, and hits 30 mph!

‘Rona Vacation Month

Despite ‘rona’s growing threat, Darcy and I did make a trip to NC to see family. I managed to link up

with Brandon, Patrick, Drew, and Melchor, and thankfully none of us was sick (to our knowledge). A more

insular trip to the Outer Banks with the Raleigh Kuneshes was punctuated by skateboarding, surfing, and hot

tubbing. I showed Darcy a little more of downtown Concord before she headed back to CA. I met with her a

week later in Santa Cruz for a brief mini-quarantine before returning to our apartment in Davis.

A collage of meaningful experiences at home, at the beach, in the Triangle, and in Santa Cruz. Chronologically L→R then U→D.

TL: Spent waaaay too much time making this. We have a new housemate, Sudheer.

L: Minnick’s much-lusted-for Simple Green, used in preparation for our move.

C: The whole house either yoga-ing or smashing. R: Minnick’s first “real” pork butt.

A New House

TL: An apartment is no bike shop. 

TR: My fork is too small!? 

B: Finally working.

Since UCD is gonna be online for the

foreseeable future (at least as far as Spring, from

what I can tell), it’s a good thing we got out of our

small apartment! Our new house has a much larger

common space, a nice back yard, and a garage,

along with a nearby park. We’re properly in the

suburbs for now, but it’s made for a great place to

set up shop for online work.

When this is all over, we’ll have even more

room for guests!
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